There is considerable recent evidence that, in addition to its representation of space, the hippocampus also represents the temporal organization of memories. Time plays a central role in episodic memory, and studies have identified the hippocampus as playing an essential role in the temporal organization of memories in humans and animals. Temporal organization is supported by a gradually changing temporal context signal in the hippocampus, and this changing context signal involves 'time cells' in the hippocampus that code sequential moments in temporally organized experiences. Finally, hippocampal temporal context representations involve mechanisms in intrinsic circuitry and oscillatory patterns throughout hippocampal subfields and depend on inputs from parahippocampal cortical areas as well as a widespread temporal processing system in the neocortex.
Introduction
There is considerable evidence of a special role for the hippocampal system in representing the spatial organization of events. It is commonly viewed that hippocampal neurons fire associated with the location of an animal in its spatial environment (place cells), and these are complemented by neurons in neighboring areas that fire associated with location, head direction, speed of movement, and boundaries. These discoveries have led to a widely held view that the hippocampus and interconnected neighboring areas compose a brain system that maps space and guides spatial navigation [1, 2] , heralded as 'the brain's GPS' in the announcement of the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine for 2014. While new discoveries have confirmed that the hippocampus does indeed create maps of space and where important events occur [3, 4] and these maps surely serve navigation to desired goals, the scope of hippocampal function in memory goes well beyond organizing memories in space [5, 6 ].
An additional dimension mapped within the hippocampal system is time. Since Aristotle [7] it has been recognized that we recall experiences as organized in time, and Tulving [8] focused on temporal organization in his original characterization of episodic memories. VarghaKhadem [9] identified a key role for the hippocampus in episodic memory, and many studies since have explored aspects of temporal organization in memory processing within the hippocampal system (see recent reviews in [10] [11] [12] ). Here I will highlight recent discoveries on the role of the hippocampal system in the temporal organization of memory in humans and animals, the neural coding mechanisms that support this role within the hippocampus, and the larger brain system that supports the temporal organization of memories.
Recent evidence on the critical role of the hippocampus in memory for temporal organization
New experiments have reinforced the idea that the hippocampus is essential to the temporal organization of memories. Dede et al. [13 ] led normal individuals and participants with damage to the hippocampus in a tour of the campus of the University of California, San Diego, and subsequently inquired about their memories of the experience. Subjects with hippocampal damage recalled fewer memories for episodic details than normal controls, including significant decrements in memory for the objects that were seen and events that occurred at each location, as well as details about the places where the events occurred. Remarkably, in contrast to accurate memory for the order of the sequential events in control subjects, the order in which patients with hippocampal damage recalled the events was statistically unrelated to the order in which they occurred. This strikingly severe deficit in memory for order with partially preserved ability to remember the events themselves parallels an earlier report that selective hippocampal damage in rats impairs memory for the order of odor stimuli studied in sequence contrasted with preserved memory for the appearance of items in the lists [14] . Allen et al. [15] strengthened the commonalities between memory for temporal organization between humans and animals by evaluating performance of human participants and rats on a task where subjects learned two sequences of objects (pictures for humans, odors for rats), then were probed with altered sequences to identify specific types of out-of-sequence events, including items that were
